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Introduction: 
Finger-Trouble is a PC application designed to run under Windows XP or Windows Vista.  
The product provides an editor and run time engine that allows custom graphic menu structures to 
execute. The user input can be via mouse or touch screen. Currently supported output controls 
include RS232, Ethernet, Audio File and Executable programme. 
Finger-Trouble has a vast range of applications including: 

1. Installation show control 
2. Interactive exhibits for museums and visitors’ centres 
3. POS and POI kiosks 
4. Production and test automation 
5. Menu concept test and development 

 
Installation: 
Finger-Trouble uses the conventional Windows installer programme which guides the user through the 
available options. It is important to ensure that you have ‘administrator rights’ when installing the 
software. 
 
There is no particular minimum specification for the PC. Keep in mind the following considerations: 

1. The visual output is processor and graphics intensive. Faster CPU and better graphics card 
will give best results. 

2. Consider 512M memory a minimum. 1G is better. 
3. You will require the relevant number of Ethernet and Com ports to suite your desired 

application. 
 

Overview: 
Finger-Trouble is strongly hierarchical in it’s operation. This is to the user’s benefit in that it 
simplifies the task of maintaining aesthetic consistency such as font size and type. There are four key 
types of data that you will programme: 

1. Object: These define the size and visual attributes of the ‘button’ that you will place on 
screen. 

2. Style: These define the layout of a page and the position, type and quantity of objects (or 
buttons) it contains. 

3. Page: These are the pages that the user will see. Each page is based on a specific style. It is 
in the Page that you enter the text for each button and define which event it should 
trigger. 

4. Event: These are the heart of the system. Events are triggered when a Page Object is 
pressed or clicked. Events can generate outputs from the computer or simply navigate from 
page to page. Events are programmed in a very simple scripting language called ‘Finger-
Talk’. This allows multiple actions to be performed when a specific event is triggered. 

 
Copy Protection: 
Finger-Trouble is copy protected by a USB key. The key is required to generate physical output from 
the software. Without the key, the software can be used as an editor only. When the key is not 
detected, the following limitations exist: 

1. RS232 and Ethernet messages are not sent out of the computer. 
2. The run screen has an ‘Offline Version’ message centred in the screen. 

 
 



 

The Main Menu: 
The main menu is a simple button list that provides access to all Finger-Trouble features: 

1. New Show: Used to start a new Finger-Trouble show. It there an 
unsaved show is active, Finger-Trouble will prompt to save or 
discard that show. 

2. Load: Load a show from disk. Finger-Trouble shows are saved in 
binary format with the file extension ‘.ftf’.  

3. Edit Show: Loads the show editing window. 
4. Save: This saves the current show without asking for a filename. 

Additionally it renames the previous copy of this show with a 
‘.ftb’ backup file extension. This ensures that you have a 
complete history of all show versions throughout the programming 
process. 

5. Save As: Saves the file to a new filename and or folder. 
6. Sequencer: The Sequencer allows you to see Finger-Talk scripts 

execute in real time and also shows any error messages that are 
generated. 

7. Run Show: As it says; runs the show. Note that you need to 
compile the show before running it.  

8. About: Displays version number, credits and status of the copy protection dinkey. 
 
The Editor: 
The editor is controlled by the 
list of buttons on the lower left 
of the screen. When stated the 
Help view is displayed. The help 
view contains a copy of this 
document, separated into three 
tabs for ease of navigation. 
 
The main controls are: 
 
Configuration: Use this to setup 
the overall show parameters such 
as screen size. This is also used 
to compile the show before it is 
run. 
 
Objects: Define the size and 
visual attributes of the ‘button’ 
that you will place on screen. 
 
Styles: Define the layout of a 
page and the position, type and quantity of objects (or buttons) it contains. 
 
Pages: These are the pages that the user will see. Each page is based on a specific style. It is in the 
Page that you enter the text for each button and define which event it should trigger. 
 
Events: These are the heart of the system. Events are triggered when a Page Object is pressed or 
clicked. Events can generate outputs from the computer or simply navigate from page to page. 
Events are programmed in a very simple scripting language called ‘Finger-Talk’. This allows multiple 
actions to be performed when a specific event is triggered. 



 

The Object Editor: 
Objects define the size and visual 
attributes of the ‘button’ that 
you will place on screen he 
editor is controlled by the list of 
buttons on the lower left of the 
screen. 
 
The list box in the top left of the 
screen shows the library of 
objects. A right click on an entry 
in the library displays the copy 
and paste menu. Left clicking on 
a library entry loads that object 
into the editor. Any changes you 
make are automatically saved 
when you select another object. 
 
The palette to the right of the 
screen allows you to set the 
attributes of the text, 
background fill and optional background graphic.  
 
The bottom control is labelled ‘Transparent’. This is used 
when you need to define an area on screen, but do not want 
anything to be displayed. This would be used when your main 
background image is for example a conference room picture 
of a studio layout. When transparent is selected, it is only 
the region of the screen that is defined.  For display 
purposes, transparent objects are shown with a cyan 
background (If they were displayed as transparent in the 
editor, you would not be able to see them)! 
 
The background of the Object Editor is the screen size 
selected in the Configuration Tab. This provides a visual 
indication of the screen area that the object will cover in 
the final show. 
 
The object is surrounded by a silver box. This is used with 
the mouse to resize the object. It will not be displayed in 
the final show. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
The Style Editor: 
Styles define the layout of a page 
and the position, type and 
quantity of objects (or buttons) it 
contains. 
 
The list box in the top left of the 
screen shows the library of 
Styles. A right click on an entry 
in the library displays the copy 
and paste menu. Left clicking on 
a library entry loads that object 
into the editor. Any changes you 
make are automatically saved 
when you select another object. 
 
A Style contains three distinct 
sections: Header, Body and 
Footer. The Header and Footer 
contain formatted text with 
optional image or gradient filled 
background. The editing control 
for these parameters is displayed 
to the left of the screen by either pressing the Header and Footer buttons or by clicking on the 
header or footer areas. The editing control is identical to that used by objects with the exception 
that transparent is not available. 
 
The Body section also contains text and background, but also 
contains a layout of objects. The editing controls for the Body 
text and background is displayed by clicking on the Body button. 
Objects are added and edited by pressing the Object Layout 
button. Clicking on the body area of the Style display will toggle 
between the two editors. 
 
Adding Objects: 
To add objects, click on the Object Layout button. The editing 
control is divided into four groups. The top group ‘Add Objects’ is 
used to add Objects (or buttons’ to the selected Style. The 
Objects can be added individually or as a symmetric array. In both 
cases, the required Object is selected from the drop down list 
‘Type’. To add a single Object, click on ‘Add single object’. The 
object will be placed in the centre of the Body section. Simply 
drag it into the required position. 
 
An array of Objects is added by selecting the required value for 
Column and Row, then Clicking on ‘Add object array’. In this case, 
the array of Objects will be spaced evenly and centred in the 
Body. It is generally quicker to use the latter option and then 
delete any objects that are not required. 
 
When moving Objects with the mouse, they will lock onto an 
invisible grid. The grid values are set in the Configuration tab.  
 



 

 
Selecting Objects: 
An Object is selected when it is bounded by a green box. This is achieved either by clicking on the 
object or selecting from the ‘Item’ control. The selected Object can be positioned using the second 
section of the Editor ‘Edit Object’.  
 
Positioning All Objects: 
The third section of the editor; ‘Position all Objects’ is used to move all Object positions.  
 
Grid Alignment: 
The fourth section of the editor provides two options: 

1. ‘Align Header & Footer to grid’. Sets the break between Header-Body and Body-Footer to 
align on the grid defined in the Configuration tab. 

2. ‘Align Objects to grid’. Moves all Objects to centre on the invisible grid defined in the 
Configuration tab. 

 
The Page Editor: 
Pages are the entities 
that the user will see.  
Each page is based on a 
specific style. It is in the 
Page that you enter the 
text for each button and 
define which event it 
should trigger. 
 
The list box in the top 
left of the screen shows 
the library of Pages. A 
right click on an entry in 
the library displays the 
copy and paste menu. 
Left clicking on a library 
entry loads that object 
into the editor. Any 
changes you make are 
automatically saved when 
you select another 
object. 
 
The Page tab looks very similar to the Styles tab. However the difference is significant. In Styles we 
laid out the Objects and setup the visual ‘look. In Pages we enter the test that will be displayed on 
each Object and screen area plus define the Events which will be triggered by the Objects. 
 
The selected Page is edited using the editor to the right of 
the screen. Each part of the Page is controlled by a separate 
tab as follows: 
 
Page Overview: 
The Page Overview is used to define the Style upon which 
this Page is based. It is also used to select a Timeout Event. 



 

The Timeout Event will occur a defined number of milliseconds (1/1000 seconds) after the Page is 
displayed. 
 
Object Controls: 
Object Controls is used to 
define the text to be 
displayed and the Event that 
will trigger when the button 
is clicked. 
 
The Object to be edited is 
selected by either clicking 
on the Object or my 
selecting from the drop 
down list ‘Item’. 
 
Background Controls: 
Events and text can also be 
assigned to the Footer, Body 
and Footer areas of the screen. This is achieved by either clicking on the relevant screen area or 
selecting the buttons at the bottom right of the screen. 
 
Shortcuts: 
Two shortcuts can be used: 

1. Double click on the relevant Object. If you have already set an event, the display moves to 
the Event editor. If an Event has not been set, Finger-Trouble will automatically select the 
next free Event, assign it to the Object and then move to the Event Editor. 

2. Right click on the Page Library. The third menu item is called ‘Auto Allocate Events’. This 
does the same as double clicking, but for all of the Objects on the Page. 

 
The Configuration Editor: 
The Configuration tab is 
used to setup global show 
parameters: 
 
Screen Resolution: This sets 
the screen resolution or size 
that is used when editing 
and playing back the show. 
Finger-Trouble stores all 
sizes and positions as a 
percentage of the screen 
size. This is particularly 
useful as it allows the show 
to be programmed at one 
size and then set to 
playback at a different size. 
For example you may 
choose to programme the 
show at 800x600 as this 
ensures the entire page is 
visible on a 1024x768 laptop 
screen. You can then 
change the screen 



 

resolution to the size of the target computer and recompile. 
 
Snap Grid: This sets the number of pixels that separate the invisible grid used for positioning Objects 
on screen. The default values of 16 make it easy to visually identify any Objects that are of grid. 
 
Run in Kiosk Mode: When selected, the show will playback in a window without the usual Windows 
borders. This is used when you wish the playback to totally fill the screen. 
 
Inhibit Transitions: This is primarily used when programming and testing. When selected, graphic 
transitions between pages are inhibited and only snap changes occur. 
 
Local IP: Set the IP address that will be used as the source address of any Ethernet messages sent. 
This value must match the IP address of one of the network cards installed in the target computer. 
 
Local IP: When selected, the Sequencer Window will launch any time that the show is run. This is 
purely a time saver when testing the show. 
 
Enable Verbose Warnings: When selected, more verbose descriptions of Finger-Talk warnings are 
displayed. 
 
Draw Finger Area: When enabled, a coloured rectangle is displayed around the border of all objects. 
This is useful during testing when working with transparent Objects. It should be switched off for the 
final show. 
 
Autoload File: Use this to select a (.ftf) file that will be automatically loaded when Finger-Trouble 
starts. 
 
Autorun Show after load: Use this automatically run the show after an autoload. This is the normal 
setting for the target computer. 
 
Autoload Editor: Use this automatically display the editor. This is a useful timesaver when 
programming and testing. 
 
Compile: The compile process converts the show into a sequence of graphic images which are used 
when the show is run. These images are jpeg format and stores in the ‘bin’ (binary) folder under 
Finger-Trouble. 
 



 

The Event Editor: 
Events are the heart of 
Finger-Trouble. They are 
triggered when a Page 
Object is pressed or 
clicked.  
 
Events can generate 
outputs from the 
computer or simply 
navigate from page to 
page. Events are 
programmed in a very 
simple scripting language 
called ‘Finger-Talk’. This 
allows multiple actions to 
be performed when a 
specific event is 
triggered. 
 
An Event can be entered by simply typing the relevant commands into the editor. However the right 
hand tool bar contains a range of Finger-Talk template buttons. These simply paste the command 
template into the editor so that you only need enter the parameters. 
 
Once the Finger-Talk script is written, it can be tested by pressing ‘Run Error Check’. This tells 
Finger-Trouble to parse each line and confirm it understands the instruction. Any errors detected are 
displayed in the Error Checker window. If ‘Execute Commands’ is ticked, Finger-Trouble also 
executes the command. 
 
Please see the Finger-Talk documentation (below) for a full description of the available commands. 
  
The Run Window: 
The Run window 
displays the actual 
show. 
 
To exit the run window 
when in Kiosk Mode, 
click on a section of 
screen at the top left 
(the cursor will change 
to a ‘no entry’ sign. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Sequencer: 
The Sequencer window is very useful when 
programming and testing. The window is set 
to stay on top of the Run Window and is 20% 
transparent. This allows it to be used when 
testing at full screen size. 
 
The window is divided into three panes: 
 
Event Execution List: This will usually be 
empty, unless there is a delay executing. It 
shows the Events that have not yet been 
executed. 
 
Event History: This shows the Events that 
have been executed, with the oldest at the 
top. This is invaluable when programming as 
it allows you to quickly identify any errors in 
the flow of the menu structure. 
 
Errors and Warnings: This displays any 
problems. The picture to the right shows the 
effect of attempting to send RS232 commands 
to a port that does not exist! 
 
 
 
 
Finger-Trouble Macro Language: Finger-Talk 
 
Finger-Talk is a simple macro or scripting language that is used the enter scripts of commands within 
Finger-Trouble. The Finger-Talk scripts are then executed when a specific event occurs. 
 
Syntax: 
 
Whitespace: 
 
Finger-Talk ignores whitespace before, during and after commands. Whitespace is defined as space, 
null and tabulation characters. The following two lines will be parsed identically: 
 
 ComBaud(1,9600) 
 Combaud ( 1 , 9600 ) 
 
Command Delimiter: 
 
Each command is placed on a separate line. So the line feed character implicitly delimits (separates) 
commands. 
 
Remarks: 
 



 

Remarks may be placed at the end of a command or on a separate line. Remarks may be started with 
a pair of forward slashes, a question mark or a semicolon ( // ? ;). A remark is any text entered by 
the user that is not intended to be interpreted as a command. The following four lines are all valid: 
 
 ComBaud(1,9600)  //Set baud rate of Com1 to 9600 
 ComBaud(1,9600)  ;Set baud rate of Com1 to 9600 
 ComBaud(1,9600)  ?Set baud rate of Com1 to 9600 
 //Set baud rate of Com1 to 9600 
 
Case Sensitivity: 
 
Finger-Talk is not case sensitive. The shortcut buttons which paste text into the script editor use the 
‘C’ programming style of capitalising the first letter of each word. This is the default style but is not 
required. So the following two commands will be parsed identically: 
 
 ComBaud(1,9600) 
 Combaud(1,9600) 
 
Commands – Page Navigation: 
 
The page navigation commands are used to configure page display and to navigate to a new page. 
 
PageGo: 
 
Purpose: Navigate to the specified page. 
 
Syntax:  PageGo(P) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Page in range 1-500 
 
Notes:  If the specified page has not been programmed, the command will be ignored. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: PageGo(3)  //Navigate to page 3 
 
 
PageTran: 
 
Purpose: Select the transition type and speed for next page change 
 
Syntax:  PageTran(T, D) 
 
Arguments: 
 
T = Transition Effect as follows: 



 

 

T Effect  T Effect 

0 Skip Horizontal  74 Zoom Right 

1 Skip Vertical  75 Zoom Up 

2 Skip Rectangles  76 Zoom Left Down 

3 Skip Diagonals  77 Zoom Left Up 

4 Skip Diagonal Squares  78 Zoom Right Down 

5 Box In  79 Zoom Right Up 

6 Box Out  80 Push Down 

7 Blinds Horz  81 Push Left 

8 Blinds Vert  82 Push Right 

9 Dissolve  83 Push Up 

10 Dissolve Horz  84 Cover Down 

11 Dissolve Vert  85 Cover Left 

12 Wind In  86 Cover Right 

13 Wind Out  87 Cover Up 

14 Pour Down  88 Cover Left Down 

15 Pour Left  89 Cover Left Up 

16 Pour Right  90 Cover Right Down 

17 Pour Up  91 Cover Right Up 

18 Quad Cover  92 Cover Centre Horz In 

19 Quad Uncover  93 Cover Centre Horz Out 

20 Quad Wipe In  94 Cover Centre Vert In 

21 Quad Wipe Out  95 Cover Centre Vert Out 

22 Quad Unfold  96 Uncover Down 

23 Quad Fold  97 Uncover Left 

24 Quad Fold Copy  98 Uncover Right 

25 Quad Expand  99 Uncover Up 

26 Quad Shrink  100 Uncover Left Down 

27 Quad Shrink Copy  101 Uncover Left Up 

28 Shape Sawtooth  102 Uncover Right Down 

29 Shape Star Burst  103 Uncover Right Up 

30 Shape Broad Star  104 Uncover Centre Horz In 

31 Shape Parallelogram  105 Uncover Centre Horz Out 

32 Shape Lens1  106 Uncover Centre Vert In 

33 Shape Lens2  107 Uncover Centre Vert Out 

34 Shape Spiral Clockwise  108 Wipe Down 

35 Shape Spiral Anticlockwise  109 Wipe Left 

36 Fold Down  110 Wipe Right 

37 Fold Left  111 Wipe Up 



 

T Effect  T Effect 

38 Fold Right  112 Wipe Left Down 

39 Fold Up  113 Wipe Left Up 

40 Fold Centre Horz  114 Wipe Right Down 

41 Fold Centre Vert  115 Wipe Right Up 

42 Unfold Down  116 Wipe Rect Left Down 

43 Unfold Left  117 Wipe Rect Left Up 

44 Unfold Right  118 Wipe Rect Right Down 

45 Unfold Up  119 Wipe Rect Right Up 

46 Unfold Centre Horz  120 Crop Left Down 

47 Unfold Centre Vert  121 Crop Left Up 

48 Squash Down  122 Crop Right Down 

49 Squash Left  123 Crop Right Up 

50 Squash Right  124 Wipe Centre Horz In 

51 Squash Up  125 Wipe Centre Horz Out 

52 Squash Centre Horz  126 Wipe Centre Vert In 

53 Squash Centre Vert  127 Wipe Centre Vert Out 

54 Un Squash Down  128 Wipe Clockwise 

55 Un Squash Left  129 Wipe Anticlockwise 

56 Un Squash Right  130 None 

57 Un Squash Up  131 Cut 

58 Un Squash Centre Horz  132 Cut Through Black 

59 Un Squash Centre Vert  133 Fade Through Black 

60 Shrink Left Down  134 Random 

61 Shrink Left Up    

62 Shrink Right Down    

63 Shrink Right Up    

64 Shrink Centre    

65 Expand Left Down    

66 Expand Left Up    

67 Expand Right Down    

68 Expand Right Up    

69 Expand Centre    

70 Zoom In    

71 Zoom Out    

72 Zoom Down    

73 Zoom Left    

 
 
D = Duration of the transition effect in mS (1/1000S). 



 

 
Notes:  N/A. 
 
Default: Cut. 
 
Example: PageTran(134, 1500) //Transition is Random over 1.5 Seconds 
 
Commands – Miscellaneous Commands: 
 
Delay: 
 
Purpose: Insert a delay into the execution of the Finger-Talk script. 
 
Syntax:  Delay(D) 
 
Arguments: 
 
D = Delay in mS (1/1000S) 
 
Notes:  N/A. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: Delay(3000)  //Delay 3 seconds 
 
WavPlay: 
 
Purpose: Play a .wav audio file. 
 
Syntax:  WavPlay(F) 
 
Arguments: 
 
F = The full drive, path and filename of the wav file. 
 
Notes:  Filename must be enclosed in speech marks. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: WavPlay(“C:\WINDOWS\Media\Ding.wav”) //Play one of the Windows standard 
sound files 
 
Execute: 
 
Purpose: Execute a file. 
 
Syntax:  Execute(F, C) 
 



 

Arguments: 
 
F = The full drive, path and filename of the file. 
 
C = Command line arguments. 
 
Notes:  Filename must be enclosed in speech marks. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: Execute(“C:\WINDOWS\System32\notepad.exe”, “read.me”)   //Load 
readme file in notepad 
 
Commands – Art-Net: 
 
The Art-Net commands are used to transmit data to the nextwork. 
 
ArtNetTrigger: 
 
Purpose: Transmit an Art-Net Trigger Packet. 
 
Syntax:  ArtNetTrigger(K,S) 
 
Arguments: 
 
K = Key defines the meaning of the packet. See Art-Net specification for details. 
 
S = SubKey defines the data. 
 
Notes:  This command is most often used to send a ‘Macro’ trigger over the network. In 
this instance, Key=1 and SubKey is the Macro Number. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: ArtNetTrigger(1,3)  //Call up Macro 3 on all network devices. 
 
 
ArtNetPrivate: 
 
Purpose: Unicast an Art-Net Trigger Packet. 
 
Syntax:  ArtNetTrigger(K, S, “IP”) 
 
Arguments: 
 
K = Key defines the meaning of the packet. See Art-Net specification for details. 
 
S = SubKey defines the data. 



 

 
IP = IP address of destination 
 
Notes:  This command is most often used to send a ‘Macro’ trigger over the network. In 
this instance, Key=1 and SubKey is the Macro Number. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Example: ArtNetTrigger(1,3, “2.0.0.1”) //Call up Macro 3 on network device at IP address 2.0.0.1 
 
Commands – RS232: 
 
The RS232 command set is used to configure and transmit data from the PC serial communication 
ports. A total of eight individual ports is supported. The term RS232 is used generically. The actual 
output will depend on the installed hardware and could be RS232, RS422 or RS485. 
 
ComBaud: 
 
Purpose: Sets baud rate of Com Port (RS232) 
 
Syntax:  ComBaud(P,B) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
B = Baud rate. Any baud rate that is supported by the host machine. Usual values are: 
 
50, 75, 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600, 10400, 14400, 15625, 
19200, 28800, 38400, 56000, 57600, 115200, 128000, 256000. 
 
Notes:  Do not use a thousands separator when you enter the number. 
 
Default: The default system baud rate is 9600. 
 
Example: ComBaud(3, 38400)  //Sets Com3 to 38,400 Baud 
 
 
ComDataBits: 
 
Purpose: Sets the number of data bits in a Com Port (RS232) character 
 
Syntax:  ComDataBits(P,D) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 



 

D = Data Bits. Valid numbers are: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
 
Default: The default system data bits is 8. 
 
Example: ComDataBits(1, 8)  //Sets Com1 to 8 data bits 
 
ComParity: 
 
Purpose: Sets the parity of data transmitted by a Com Port (RS232). 
 
Syntax:  ComParity(P,R) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
R = Parity. Values are: Even, Odd, Mark, Space, None 
 
Default: The default system parity is None. 
 
Example: ComParity(2, Odd)  //Sets Com2 to Odd parity 
 
 
ComStop: 
 
Purpose: Sets the stop bits of data transmitted by a Com Port (RS232). 
 
Syntax:  ComStop(P,S) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
S = Number of Stop Bits. Values are 1 or 2 
 
Default: The default system stop bits is 1. 
 
Example: ComStop(1, 2)  //Sets Com1 to 2 stop bits 
 
 
ComDtr: 
 
Purpose: Sets the status of the Com Port (RS232) DTR signal. 
 
Syntax:  ComDtr(P,D) 
 
Arguments: 



 

 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
D = Status. Values are On or Off 
 
Notes:  Finger-Talk does not support handshaking. This allows the DTR and RTS signals of 
the RS232 ports to be used as a method of triggering external events. 
 
Default: The default value is Off. 
 
Example: ComDtr(8, On)  //Turn on DTR on Com8 
 
 
ComRts: 
 
Purpose: Sets the status of the Com Port (RS232) RTS signal. 
 
Syntax:  ComRts(P,D) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
D = Status. Values are On or Off 
 
Notes:  Finger-Talk does not support handshaking. This allows the DTR and RTS signals of 
the RS232 ports to be used as a method of triggering external events. 
 
Default: The default value is Off. 
 
Example: ComRts(5, On)  //Turn on RTS on Com5 
 
 
ComByte: 
 
Purpose: Transmit a byte to a Com Port (RS232). 
 
Syntax:  ComByte(P,B) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
B = Data byte. Values in range 0-255 
 
Notes:  If DataBits is set to a value below 8, high bits of this data byte will be truncated 
when transmitted. i.e. if Data Bits = 7, the range of value of Data Byte is 0 – 127. 
 



 

Default: N/A. 
 
Example: ComByte(5, 32)  //Send a decimal 32 character to Com5 
 
 
ComSend: 
 
Purpose: Transmit a string of characters to a Com Port (RS232). 
 
Syntax:  ComByte(P,S) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 1-8 for Com1 – Com8 
 
S = String of ASCII characters 
 
Notes:  If DataBits is set to a value below 8, high bits of this data byte will be truncated 
when transmitted. i.e. if Data Bits = 7, the range of each character is 0 – 127. 
 
Standard ASCII Escape Sequences may be embedded in the string as follows: 
 

Esc Seq Purpose Value 

\n Line Feed [LF] 0x0d 

\a Sound [BEL] 0x07 

\b Backspace [BS] 0x08 

\f Form Feed [FF] 0x0c 

\r Carriage Return [CR] 0x0d 

\t Horizontal Tab [TAB] 0x09 

\v Vertical Tab [VT] 0x0b 

\\ Backslash [\] 0x5c 

\’ Apostrophe [‘] 0x27 

\” Speech Mark [Speech] 0x22 

\123 Decimal ASCII Code Value dependent 

\xFF Hexadecimal ASCII Code Value dependent 

 
The characters for Apostrophe, Speech marks and Backslash cannot be typed directly into the string, 
the Escape Sequence must be used. 
 
Default: N/A. 
 
Examples:  
 
ComSend(4, “xyz”)  //Send “xyz” to Com4 
 



 

ComSend(4, “xyz\n”) //Send “xyz” plus a line feed to Com4 
 
ComSend(4, “\xff\xff”) //Send two 0xff (decimal 255) to Com4 
 
Commands – MIDI: 
 
The MIDI command set is used to configure and transmit data from the PC’s MIDI communication 
ports. A total of eight individual ports are supported.  
 
MidiMessage: 
 
Purpose: Sends standard MIDI message 
 
Syntax:  MidiMessage(P, D1, D2, D3) 
 
Arguments: 
 
P = Port number in range 0-7 for MIDI ports 0-7 
 
D1 = Data Byte 1. This contains the MIDI command in the upper nibble and the MIDI channel in the 
lower nibble. 
 
D2 = Data Byte 2. The purpose of this value is dependent upon the MIDI command. 
 
D3 = Data Byte 3. The purpose of this value is dependent upon the MIDI command and is not used with 
some commands. 
 
Example: MidiMessage(1, 0x92, 10, 127)  //Sends Note On command to MIDI channel 2 of  
     MIDI port 1. 
Commands – Audi Visual: 
 
The Audio Visual command set is simply a macro set that generates RS232 commands for control of 
the specified machine. 
 
Current support is as follows: 
 
Routers: 
 
Grass Valley Triton Audio 
Grass Valley Triton Video 
Leitch Panacea router 
 
Players: 
 
Sony BVW P2 protocol 
DoReMi V1 series hard disk players 
Grass Valley Turbo hard disk players 
Grass Valley Turbo iDDR (DVR)  



 

Sony BVW-10 (BetaCam)  
JVC BR-DV3000U (MiniDV/DVCam)  
JVC BR-S822U (S-Video)  
Panasonic AG-DV2500 (MiniDV/DVCam)  
Sony DSR-40 (DVCam) 
JVC BR-D52U (D9)  
JVC BR-D85UNS (D9)  
JVC BR-D92U (D9)  
JVC BR-D95U (D9)  
JVC BR-DV6000NET (DV)  
JVC BR-DV6000U (DV)  
Panasonic AG-DV2000 (MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-D455 (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-HD1700 (DVCPro HD)  
Panasonic AJ-HD1200A (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-HD3700B (D-5)  
Panasonic AJ-SD93 (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-SD755 (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-SD930B (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-SD965 (DVCPro/DV/MiniDV/DVCam)  
Panasonic AJ-SPD850 (DVCPro Solid State)  
Pioneer PRV-LX1 (DVD)  
Sony DSR-45 (MiniDV)  
Sony DSR-1500 (MiniDV/DVCam)  
Sony DSR-1600A (MiniDV/DVCam)  
Sony DSR-1800A (MiniDV/DVCam)  
Sony DSR-DR1000AP (HDD)   
Sony HDWD2000 (HDCam/DigiBeta)  
Sony HDWM2000 (HDCam/DigiBeta/BetaCam SP/BetaCam SX)  
Sony HDWS2000 (HDCam/BetaCam SP/BetaCam SX)  
Sony PDW1500 (MPEG IMX)  
Sony SRW5500 (HDCam SR/DigiBeta)  
Sony VO-9850 (UMatic)  
Sony SVO-9650 (S-VHS)  
Sony UVW-1800 (BetaCam SP) 
 
Please note that the above manufacturers’ products claim to be compatible with the Sony P2 
protocol. We do not profess to have tested them all. In the event of a compatibility problem, please 
contact support@ArtisticLicence.com. 
 
The range of machine support is evolving, please send any specific requests to the above email. 
Where possible please include links to manufacturer site and protocol documents. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.  Artistic Licence 
Engineering Ltd. makes no warranty of any kind with regard to this material, including, but not 
limited to, the implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. 
Artistic Licence Engineering Ltd. shall not be liable for errors contained herein or for incidental or 
consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance or use of this material. 
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